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04/05/2017

BR 1.4.5-HF1 is scheduled to be deployed into production on 04/05/2017
Change Request/Bug Fixes
Below are the changes that are scheduled to be implemented in this release. There are a
total of 3 change requests in this release.
Cognos Reporting
1. CR2310 - ORNWK: Date last tested added to Trackable Inventory Status
Report. Request was to replace the column “Sys No” with “Date Last tested” in
the Trackable inventory status report.
This CR adds the “date last tested” to the Trackable inventory status report.
ROSS – ICBS Interface
1. CR2172 - ICBS-ROSS Interface - Incident Number Change.
The original design based on the ROSS incident rules was that if an incident was
changed to new incident, then again changed back to original incident and an
incident issue was created and shipped that should send an update message back
to ROSS with the original incident but the system sent with new incident. A
change has been made in ICBS to allow this scenario – Incident A changed to
Incident B (does not exist previously in the system, so we create a new) and
incident B changed Back to A and the issue is created against A then system
sends a message to ROSS with incident “A” only.
User Group(s)/permissions
1. CR2313 – Adding access to User Group permissions.
Request was to provide the permissions to the user groups, as mentioned in
the below table.
User Group
NWCG_Procurement_Spvr

Required Permission
Create and search supplier item and inbound order

NWCG_Shipping_Supervisor Outbound (outbound shipment console)
NWCG_Supply_ Supervisor

Create work order, Launch WMS/NISCC reports

NWCG_Supply_Tech

Create other issue, Print SKU and location labels.
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This CR gives the requested permissions to the user groups that are mentioned in the
table above and users in those user groups will be able to access the screens and use the
functionality from start to finish.
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